
NOTTINGHAM:  South Africa will hope the return of captain Faf
du Plessis leads to a revival in their fortunes in the second Test
against England at Nottingham’s Trent Bridge starting today. The
senior batsman missed the series opener following the birth of his
first child but returned in time to see the Proteas suffer a convinc-
ing 211-run defeat inside four days at Lord’s as England went 1-0
up in the four-match series. Dropped catches and wickets off no-
balls cost South Africa dear, while their second innings collapse to
119 all out showed how much they could do with Du Plessis’s
customary resilience with the bat.

Their task in levelling the series in Nottingham has been com-
plicated by pace bowler Kagiso Rabada being ruled out as he
serves a one-game for swearing at Ben Stokes after dismissing the
England all-rounder in the first innings at Lord’s.

South Africa now face some tricky selection decisions made all
the more complicated by the fact that since the end of the first
Test, coach Russell Domingo’s mother has died from the injuries
she suffered in a recent car crash.

South Africa could select both all-rounder Chris Morris and
young seamer Duanne Olivier-or stick with the same balance,
with the struggling JP Duminy in line to make way for du Plessis
in any event. “Losing KG (Rabada), do you look at playing a four-
seamer attack, because you’re losing quite a high-quality
bowler?” du Plessis said after South Africa’s loss at Lord’s. 

“That means a batsman would miss out. Obviously, that’s one
option.” South Africa twice gave Joe Root reprieves early in his
first innings as England captain, with the new skipper marking the
occasion with 190.

“We made a lot of basic mistakes that we don’t normally do as
a team,” said du Plessis. “That will cost you, if you’re playing
against a strong team like England.”

‘LEAD FROM THE FRONT’ 
It was a point echoed by fast bowler Morne Morkel, now the

holder of the unwanted record for most wickets chalked off for
no- balls in Tests. His tally hit 13 after an over-step cost him the
dismissal of Stokes at Lord’s. 

“It’s not acceptable, it’s a controllable,” he said of the no-balls.
There will be an even greater responsibility upon Morkel, the
most experienced bowler in the attack with 260 wickets in 75
Tests, in Rabada’s absence.

“I still have a role as a senior player in the team to lead from
the front,” he said. Root had a dream start as skipper, a point
emphasised by former captain Alastair Cook. “For Joe Root to get
off and win a game by 200 runs and get 190, it doesn’t get much
better than that,” said Cook, still in the England side as an open-
ing batsman. 

England are set to field an unchanged team after off-spinning
all-rounder Moeen Ali took 10 wickets at Lord’s and scored 87 in
England’s first innings, with Hampshire left-arm spinner Liam
Dawson likely to retain his place.

Doubts persist, however over Gary Ballance’s role at number
three while Trent Bridge will be a chance for fast bowler Mark
Wood, beset by ankle problems throughout his career, to prove
he can stand the strain of back-to-back Tests. “We have bowlers
waiting in the wings,” said Wood. “Probably if they were fit, I
wouldn’t have played. 

“Chris Woakes had a great year and it will be interesting to
see what happens when he’s back playing,” added Durham
quick Wood, who took the Ashes-clinching wicket at Trent
Bridge two years ago. “The challenge becomes to prove to you
guys, to my team-mates and the coaches that I can play three
(matches) in a row.” —AFP
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MELBOURNE: The chairman of Cricket Australia has
heavily criticized the country’s top players for their
stance in a long-running pay dispute, and accused
their union of a “reckless strategy that can only dam-
age the game.”

In an opinion piece for The Australian newspaper,
Cricket Australia chairman David Peever said he was a
victim of “personality focused myth-making.” Those
comments, combined with social media posts from
Australia captain Steve Smith earlier this week, suggest
the game’s governing body and its top players are fur-
ther apart than ever.

Peever, a former managing director of mining
giant Rio Tinto’s Australian operations, wants to erase

the revenue-sharing model that has helped deter-
mine player payments since the first Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) between the administration
and the Australian Cricketers’ Association was set up
20 years ago.

The previous agreement expired on June 30, but CA
and the union remain deadlocked, leaving about 230
players technically unemployed. Last week, the players
pulled out of a development tour to South Africa. A
two-test tour of Bangladesh scheduled to start in
August remains in doubt, and the five-Test Ashes series
against England beginning in Brisbane in late
November is also under threat.

Former Test stars have urged both sides to reach an

agreement, although there’s not unanimous agree-
ment among the ex-players about which side should
concede. Cricket Australia chief executive James
Sutherland reportedly met with the head of the ACA
this week - getting involved in the direct negotiations
for the first time - but there was no official word on the
outcome of the meeting.

Smith said there was no chance of the players fold-
ing in the pay dispute. “I’ll say what we as players have
been saying for some time now: we are not giving up
the revenue-sharing model for all players,” Smith said
in an Instagram post. “But, through the ACA (we) are
willing to make important changes to modernize the
existing model for the good of the game.” —AP

Cricket Australia, players are a ‘wide’ apart in pay dispute

NOTTINGHAM: South Africa’s, from left, Andile Phehlukwayo, Chris Morris and Dean Elgar attend a the nets ses-
sion at Trent Bridge, Nottingham, England, yesterday. —AP

South Africa look to Du Plessis against England
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NEW DELHI:  India’s new coach Ravi Shastri will allow play-
ers to have fun as long as they put in the hard work, sig-
nalling a more relaxed approach to his taskmaster prede-
cessor Anil Kumble.

“As long as there’s a level of commitment, the hard
yards are being put in and results are showing, why
shouldn’t there be fun?” Shastri told the Times of India in
an interview released yesterday that could reassure cap-
tain Virat Kohli.

Shastri, 55, took over as India’s chief coach this week
after spin great Kumble quit last month saying his relation-
ship with Kohli had become untenable.

Kumble lasted just a year in the post, amid reports that
Kohli resented his style and wanted Shastri brought in.
India is the world’s number one Test side and its players
are used to being treated like stars. 

Shastri insisted that contrary to his reputation, he could
be authoritarian if needed. “But there’s no point in show-
ing authority when it’s not required and there’s a sense of
bonding that works better,” the former India all-rounder
said in the interview.

Shastri, a popular TV commentator, enjoyed a stellar 11-
year career, accumulating 6,938 runs and 280 wickets from
80 Tests and 150 one-day internationals.

He was also known for his flamboyant image, attract-
ing media attention for his alleged affairs and late-night
partying. His first assignment starts with India’s tour of Sri
Lanka this month. “It’s not about ‘tutoring’ them about
everything and telling them what and what not to do.
There’s very little coaching at the highest level,” he said. 

“It’s about fine-tuning and mentoring, about effective
communication.” —AFP

Shastri to allow ‘fun’ if India 
Cricket stars remain winners


